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“A tension-fueled mystery with plenty of twists and two 
appealing sleuths.” —Kirkus Reviews 

 
“All That Glisters by Topper Jones is well-written with not 
a single dull moment. I liked the way the author included 
elements of action, mystery, and even some cyber 
investigating....Overall, I found this book to be an 
amazing read.” —Sefina Hawke, Readers’ Favorite 
Reviews 

Summary 
When the facts don’t add up in his surf buddy’s bizarre death, forensic consultant (and daddy-to-be) 
Thaddeus Hanlon investigates, volunteering to go undercover to pick up where best friend Rafi Silva left off 
in a secret probe of the U.S. gold stockpile—every last bullion bar. 
 

Rafi’s spunky fiancée, Bri de la Guerra, has suspicions of her own and soon joins Thad on the hunt for 
answers. Together, the two amateur sleuths delve deep, stumbling onto a financial a-stock-alypse in the 
making, triggering a brutal manhunt along the Eastern seaboard meant to silence anyone looking to set the 
ledger straight. 
 

 

Topper Jones 
Christopher G. Jones, CPA /PhD goes under the pseudonym Topper 
Jones for his detective novels featuring surfing crime-fighter Thaddeus 
Hanlon and his sassy partner Bri de la Guerra. All That Glisters—book 
one in the series—is an edgy contemporary whodunit involving 
financial skullduggery, high-level political intrigue, and a behind-the-
scenes view of cyber sleuthing. 
 

Before devoting himself full-time to writing, Jones worked in public 
accounting and higher education, where he taught accounting, 
computer information systems, and business writing. He is a member 
of the St. George chapter of the League of Utah Writers, the 
International Thriller Writers, and an affiliate member of the Mystery 
Writers of America.  
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